Site-specific incorporation of nitroxide spin-labels into 2'-positions of nucleic acids.
A protocol is described for the incorporation of nitroxide spin-labels into specific 2'-sites within nucleic acids. This labeling strategy facilitates the investigation of nucleic acid structure and dynamics using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and macromolecular complex formation using paramagnetic relaxation enhancement NMR spectroscopy. A spin-labeling reagent, 4-isocyanato TEMPO, which can be prepared in one facile step or obtained commercially, is used for postsynthetic modification of site-specifically 2'-amino-modified nucleic acids. This spin-labeling protocol has been applied primarily to RNA, but is also applicable to DNA. Subsequently, EPR spectroscopic analysis of the spin-labeled nucleic acids allows for the measurements of distances, solvent accessibilities and conformation dynamics. Using the spin-labeling strategy described here, spin-labeled samples can be prepared in 2-4 d.